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1 Design Goals

This document describes the Cerenkov detector that was constructed for the Hall A neu-
tron d2 experiment (E06-014). The inclusive nature of that experiment made the addition
of the Cerenkov counter for pion and proton rejection critical for the low energy bins.
Monte Carlo and analysis ofGn

E suggest particle rates of (assuming a 500 MeVee thresh-
old on the the BigBite shower detector):

• e−: 2—5 kHz (signal)

• e+: <1 kHz

• p: 50 kHz

• π−: 90 kHz

• π+: 90 kHz

• n: 50 kHz
The single-arm nature of E06-014 makes it necessary to remove the pion and proton back-
grounds from the online trigger. This will be accomplished using the heavy-gas Cerenkov
detector described in this document.

The design goal for E06-014 was to limit the accepted triggerrate to something near
2–3 kHz, which the DAQ can record with no prescaling and reasonable deadtime. This
goal was achieved using a trigger involving the Cerenkov andthe existing BigBite shower
detector with a threshold of roughly 600 MeV.

The design goal was anofflinepion rejection factor of 500:1 from the Cerenkov. When
coupled with a 20:1 rejection ratio from the shower/preshower, a total rejection factor of
104 should be achievable. Preliminary analysis shown in Section 5.6 suggests a rejection
ratio in the Cerenkov of 900:1 was achieved on the low-rate side, and>200:1 on the high-
rate (beamline) side for a threshold of 3 photo-electrons.

2 Mechanical Design

The Cerenkov detector is installed into the gap between the front and back wire chamber
assemblies in the BigBite electron detector stack. The design was developed to fit in this
location with minimal changes to the existing frame. This constrained the maximum depth
of the tank to 60 cm. The front profile has the dimensions of thesensitive region of the
rear wire chamber in order to match the solid angle of the existing detector stack. Figure 1
shows a diagram with outer dimensions for the Cerenkov detector overlaid on an engineer-
ing drawing of the BigBite detector stack. Figure 2 shows an exploded CAD model of the
Cerenkov design. Joints are welded where possible to improve leak tightness. In the ini-
tial design, each PMT was inserted in its own cylinder until it butts up against the Winston
cone (green). The base of the PMT has a support ring (not shown) to increase its outer
diameter to match the ID of the cylinder and to secure the PMT in place. A 5” diameter
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cylinder of rolled mu-metal (0.8 mm thick) surrounded the PMT, extending from the PMT
face back to the voltage divider. A 1/2” thick, 8” diameter cylinder extends 4” past the
PMT face to the front edge of the conical mirror. It significantly damps the magnetic field
at the PMT, shields against low energy backgrounds and serves as a mechanical support
for the conical mirror, PMT, and voltage divider assembly. Access to the PMTs (i.e. for
replacement) may be accomplished though a circular flange atthe rear of the cylinder. The
flange also provides feedthroughs for signal, HV, and LED flasher system. In this design
the PMT shares the gas environment of the tank, protecting itfrom damage due to Helium
exposure.

2.1 Upgraded Magnetic Shield

During an early commissioning run, it was found that the magnetic shielding surrounding
the PMT was not sufficient to reduce the 12 G BigBite fringe field to a point where the 5”
PMTs could operate efficiently. Measurements showed a residual in-situ field of between
0.5 and 1 Gauss at the PMT face with the geometry shown in (Fig.1). Several options
were tested, but in the end it was decided to retract the PMT back into the iron support
cylinder by 5”. The mu-metal shielding was lengthened to fillthe gap between the PMT
and the conical mirror (Fig. 3). The inner wall of the gap was lined with a cylinder of
Anomet Anolux UVS Aluminum reflector material to maintain the optical coverage.

The efficacy of this shielding option was tested by placing the modified PMT assem-
bly, including the iron shield, in a dark box installed between two large Helmholtz coils.
A green LED was partially exposed to the PMT and was driven with pulser to provided
a fixed amplitude signal of a few hundred mV on the PMT output (Fig. 28). The coils
could be energized to provide a uniform longitudinal field upto 15 G. The new assem-
bly, depicted in Figures 3 and 4, allowed for no more than a 25%amplitude reduction for
a worst-case 12.5 G longitudinal field (solid blue line in Figure 7). After modifications
were made to all production PMT assemblies, they were re-installed in the BigBite Elec-
tron Stack and re-tested in the production configuration using the LED pulser system. All
PMTs showed no more than a 10% reduction in pulse amplitude with the BigBite mag-
net ramped to full-field (I = 706 A). This minor reduction was then compensated for by
adjusting the PMT high voltages.

2.2 Alternate Options Investigated

One other option was investigated in some detail. It was hoped that we could avoid having
to shift the PMT back from the base of the Winston cone and avoid the reflectivity losses
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NOTE: The drawings are not necessarily
               to scale.

The width of the entrance window
to the Cerenkov only has to be
roughly 50cm wide.

Flange

11
0 

cm

to be installed in BigBite
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Outer dimensions of frame

60 cm

20
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Shower

Front
MWDC MWDC
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Top View
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hardware and cabling
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Winston Cone
PMT

HV and Signal feed−throughs

Figure 1: Conceptual diagram of the BigBite detector stack with an overlay of the
Cerenkov detector’s outer dimensions. The sketch on the upper right illustrates how the
PMTs will be mounted to the tank. The rendering on the lower right is from a CAD model.
Note that these drawings do not reflect a 5” long extension to the PMT assemblies that was
added to allow for improved magnetic shielding. Section 2.1describes those modifications
in more detail.
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Figure 2: Exploded diagram of the Cerenkov detector showingmirrors , PMTs, and simple
Winston cones. The primary spherical mirrors are 31 cm wide by 21 cm tall with a radius
of 116 cm (focal length: 58 cm). The flat secondary mirrors are24 cm wide by 20 cm tall.
Note that this drawing does not reflect a 5” long extension to the PMT assemblies that was
added to allow for improved magnetic shielding. Section 2.1describes those modifications
in more detail.
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Figure 3: Photo showing the PMT assembly with the additionalmu-metal shielding. The
mu-metal cylinder extends past the PMT face by 5” and butts upagainst the base of the
pseudo-Winston cone. A cylinder of Anomet UVS UV reflective material was added to
the ID of the gap between the Winston cone and the PMT. This means a typical Cerenkov
ray experiences 4 bounces (main mirror, flat mirror, Winstoncone, Anomet cylinder, then
PMT). The additional length was accommodated in the Cerenkov frame by adding an
exterior extension cylinder sealed with ring gaskets (right-most photo).
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of Conical Mirro
PMT offset 5" from base

Conical Mirror /
"Winston" cone

Photon path

5" Photonis PMT

Anomet UVS reflective cylinder

5.1" OD mu−metal shield

Iron shield

Green LED

Exterior of Cerenkov
PMT box

Extension cylinder

Outer flange

Figure 4: Cut-away sketch (not to scale) of the magnetic shielding option used for E06-
014. A 5.1” OD x 12” x 0.8 mmµ-metal cylinder was placed between the iron support
cylinder and the PMT. The PMT is then inset within the shield by 5”. The resulting gap
between the base of the conical mirror and the PMT face is covered with a cylinder of
Anomet UVS reflective material. A 5” long extension cylinderwas added between the
pre-existing outer flange and the exterior of the PMT box to accommodate the additional
length of the new PMT assembly.
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Figure 5: Dark box in Helmholtz coils used for testing PMT assembly response to a mag-
netic field. Left frame shows a covered PMT assembly within the open dark box. Right
frame shows a partial assembly (iron shield only). The LED light source is the object in
the white foam to the right of the yellow shield.

imposed by the cylinder of Anomet UVS needed to cover that gap. With significant effort∗,
it would be possible to extend an 8” diameter cylinder ofµ-metal around the OD of the
3” deep Winston cone, but flush with its forward edge. That tube extended to the base of
the PMT, but would significantly damp the field at the iron-shield and PMT within it. A
shorter 5.25” diameter by 5” longµ-metal shield was placed between the PMT and the
iron shield to remove the remaining field at the PMT (Fig. 6). It was found that the PMT
still needed to be recessed by at least 2” to achieve a minimum25% reduction in the PMT
response to an LED flash. This was not deemed a sufficient improvement to justify the
large overhead involved in implementing such a solution. Nevertheless, these data are
included here for historical interest (broken lines in Figure 7).

2.3 LED pulser system

An LED was added to each PMT assembly while the system was disassembled to improve
the magnetic shielding. The LED is shrouded to reduce it’s photon output and is positioned
face of each PMT. It is powered/pulsed through a clearly labeled BNC connector on the
PMT assembly’s external flange. A positive-polarity voltage pulse 1.2–1.4 V in amplitude,
and 20 ns wide allows for a simple test of PMT performance withlarge-amplitude signals
(ie. during BigBite field on/off tests). The LEDs were also used to gain-match the PMT

∗This would require an almost complete disassembly of the inner PMT support housings and mirror
supports.
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Figure 6: Cut-away sketch (not to scale) of an alternate shielding option in which an 8”µ-
metal cylinder is extended over the OD of the conical mirror.A 5.25” ODµ-metal shield is
also placed between the iron support cylinder and the PMT. The PMT is then inset within
the 5.25” OD shield by some distance. See Figure 7 for test results.
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5.1" diam. x 0.8mm thick shield, PMT recessed 5" (Selected option)
8" diam. x 1.2mm thick outer + 5.25" inner shield, PMT flush with base of conical mirror
8" diam. x 1.2mm thick outer + 5.25" inner shield, PMT recessed 1" back from base of cone
8" diam. x 1.2mm thick outer + 5.25" inner shield, PMT recessed 2" back from base of cone
8" diam. x 0.8mm thick outer + 5.25" inner shield, PMT recessed 2" back from base of cone

Figure 7: Measured PMT pulse height response to increasing (longitudinal) magnetic field.
The solid line shows the assembly option used for E06-014/d2

n (Fig. 4). The broken lines
show an alternate approach using 5” long x 5.25” x 0.8 mm thickµ-metal shield inserted
between the PMT and the iron shield in combination with an 8” diam. shield that could
extendover the OD of the 3” deep conical mirror (Fig. 6).
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high voltage by identifying the 1 and 2 photo-electron peaksin the ADC spectrum. It was
found that the single photo-electron response was most efficiently measured by pulsing
only 2–3 of the LEDs on one side of the tank (ie. top, middle, bottom), and measuring the
correlated PMT response on theoppositeside.

2.4 Installation in BigBite Electron Stack

The Cerenkov is installed into the BigBite Electron Stack bycraning it onto a set of ex-
tension rails that bolt to the bottom Cerenkov support railsin the Electron stack weldment
(Fig. 8). The Cerenkov also has a pair of roller bearings located on its upper frame. Those
rest against an upper support rail welded to the Electron Stack frame and hold the Cerenkov
in position when the Electron Stack is tilted forward to its 10◦ production orientation.

While it is simplest to load/unload the Cerenkov with the Electron Stack in a horizontal
orientation (as in Figure 8), the design does allow for the addition of an upper extension
rail. The Cerenkov may then be installed/removed with the Stack in its tilted, production
orientation. The procedure is very similar to that used withdetectors in the HRS stacks.

2.5 Optics

Cerenkov radiation emitted by relativistic particles is collected in 20 spherical focusing
mirrors tiled in a 10x2 arrangement at the back of the tank. Each of those primary mirrors
focuses light into a 5” PMT by way of a flat secondary mirror located towards the front
of the tank. This design allows the PMTs to be positioned awayfrom the BigBite fringe
field and provides a compact configuration that can be installed into the existing BigBite
detector frame with minimal modifications. One of the challenges in designing the optics
for this device was accommodating a side-effect of BigBite’s exceptionally large momen-
tum bite. The larger bend angle of low momentum particles results in their associated
Cerenkov radiation being focused higher on the PMT surface than that of high-momentum
particles.

When the ray-trace simulation was run using Monte Carlo’d trajectories for 0.6, 1.0,
and 1.4 GeV/c electrons† produced in the target cell, tracked through the BigBite magnet
(1.2 Tesla field), and into the detector stack we found the resulting Cerenkov light formed
a vertical band roughly 7–8” tall in the plane of each PMT surface (Fig. 9). Simply in-
creasing diameter of the PMT becomes untenable as background rates and PMT cost rise
rapidly as the photocathode diameter increases. The simplest solution was to install a
conical collar extending 3” out from the 5” PMT surface with afinal diameter of 8”. This
simplified Winston cone improves the geometric ray collection efficiency of the associated

†Those electron energies bound the kinematic region of interest to E06-014.
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Figure 8: Photo of the Cerenkov (lower) extension rails attached to the BigBite Electron
stack frame. The Cerenkov is typically craned onto the extension rails, rolled into position,
and the extension rails are removed.
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Figure 9: Front-view of the Cerenkov clipped to show two PMTsand their associated
mirrors. Ray trace results showing the intersection pointsof the Cerenkov rays with the
mirrors and PMTs are presented. The red circles on the right and left sides of the figure
represent the PMTs. The imaged photons in the plane of the PMTface with (right side)
and without (left side) the simplified Winston cones are shown in blue. The green dots on
the right side indicate rays reflected off the Winston cone back onto the PMT. (Note: The
curved ‘banding’ visible in the photon distribution on the main mirrors is purely an artifact
of the rendering engine and isnot present in the actual photon distribution.

PMT to> 95% and allows the Cerenkov sensitivity to remain relatively flat for particles
with momentum>0.6 GeV/c. Note that length of the focal “band” at the PMT is largely
driven by the low-energy (short-orbit) end of the momentum acceptance. For example,
the separation between the mean focal point for the 1.0 and 1.4 GeVȩlectrons is roughly
1/4–1/5 that of the separation between the 0.6 and 1.0 GeV focal points for a BigBite field
of 1.2 T.

When the PMT was pulled deeper in to the shield and the mu-metal coverage was
extended to eliminate the problem with the BigBite fringe field killing the PMT perfor-
mance, a 5” OD x 5” long cylinder of Anomet UVS coated aluminumwas added to fill
the resulting optical gap between the PMT face and the conical mirror (Fig. 3). This new
geometry essentially guarantees that the majority of the Cerenkov photons will experience
an additional reflection off the Anomet surface. As shown in Section 5, this resulted in a
significant drop in the final photo-electron yieldvs.the original optics design. It was, how-
ever, an acceptable short-term solution that allowed us to run with the production magnetic
field setting.

3 Ray trace simulations

Two independent ray trace simulations were ultimately developed. The initial optics de-
sign involved a stand-alone Fortran code begun by Seonho Choi. This software was heav-
ily rewritten and extended by Brad Sawatzky to support aspherical mirrors, additional
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optical elements, and the geometric flexibility required bythe BigBite layout. All optical
design was done using this code. A few years later, a second code was developed by Huan
Yao using the maturing optical photon classes within the C++GEANT4 framework. The
GEANT4 model was used to cross check the predictions of the original Fortran code. In
the end both models agreed very well with each other. It is recommended that any future
work take advantage of the considerably more flexible GEANT4code.

Note that the figures and photon-collection estimates in this document are generated
by the original Fortran code. Figure 10 shows a ray-trace with early configuration lacking
the Anomet cylinder. They serve to illustrate the optical collection efficiency and the
spatial spread in Cerenkov photons associated with the large momentum acceptance of the
BigBite spectrometer. Colors map to ray/object classifications as follows:

• yellow→ initial photon emitted by an relativistic electron,

• blue→ reflected photon,

• the red cylinders with the flared ends represent PMTs with theattached Winston
cone.

The blue dots on the back view indicate points where rays reflect off a mirror. The yellow
dots indicate the projected impact points of photon rays on the back-plane (i.e. if the
mirrors were not present). Photon hits on the PMT photo-cathode are shown in the 10
small circles to the right and left of the back-view projection. Rays that hit the Winston
cone and get reflected onto the PMT are shown as green dots. Rays that only involve
the primary and secondary mirrors are colored blue. The green “spray” evident in the
upper and lower portions of the Winston cone (back-view) respectively correlate to rays
from the lowest (0.6 GeV/c) and highest (1.4 GeV/c) momentumelectrons involved in this
simulation.

4 C4F8O as a Radiator Gas

The original system envisioned using C4F10 at 1 atm as a radiator. This gas is presently
used in in the Hall B Cerenkov and heavy-gas Cerenkov devicesat other labs. Unfortu-
nately, large-scale production of that gas was ended sometime prior to 2005, and existing
stockpiles are nearly exhausted. The last few years have seen prices doubling every 3–4
months. A relatively recent product, C4F8O was identified as an excellent alternative. This
gas is used in industrial semi-conductor processes and is readily available on the commer-
cial market.
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Figure 10: Ray trace of the Cerenkov optics for incident electrons with energies 0.6, 1.0,
and 1.4 GeV. Incident electrons (not shown) emit Cerenkov photons (yellow) which are
incident on the primary mirrors. The reflected rays are shownin blue. Photon hits on the
PMT photo-cathode are shown in the 20 small circles to the right and left of the back-view
projection. Rays that hit the Winston cone and get reflected onto the PMT are shown as
green dots.
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Figure 11: Transmittance for 1.5 m of C4F8O at 1 atm and 20◦C (Kubarovskyet al.).

C4F8O has properties that closely match C4F10, making it a virtual drop-in replacement
for the older gas. It is non-flammable, non-toxic, odorless,and does not require special
handling to remain a gas at room temperature. It is a greenhouse gas, but isnot ozone-
depleting and thus does not suffer the containment and recapture restrictions of other CFC
products. Its index of refraction is 1.00135, giving a pion threshold of 2.7 GeV/c.

4.1 Gas Transparency Test

A sample of our C4F8O inventory was delivered to Kubarovskyet al.‡ in mid-2008 for UV
transparency tests associated with Hall B§. Figure 11 shows one result of their measure-
ments, verifying that the C4F8O has excellent transparency over the range 210–500 nm.

‡V. Kubarovskyvpk@jlab.org is associated with Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and isstationed at
Jefferson Lab.

§A Hall B Technote is available with the full details athttp://www1.jlab.org/ul/Physics/Hall-B/
clas/public/2008-033.ps
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Figure 12: Mirror reflectivities as quoted by the vendors, and as measured by CERN.

5 Anticipated Performance vs. Measured Performance

The optical light-collection efficiency (excluding reflective losses) was evaluated by the
Fortran code mentioned in Section 3 to be (by design)>99%. Losses at each reflective
surface were then convolved with the published PMT quantum efficiency (q.e.) and PMT
window transparency using Mathematica. Initial reflectivity curves used in the calculation
were those provided by the mirror vendor. When production data showed significantly
smaller photo-electron yields, samples of the mirrors weredelivered to a colleague at
CERN who undertook measurements for wavelengths from 180–280 nm using their VUV
reflectometer. The results proved the actual reflectivity tobe 20–30% smaller than the
vendor supplied curves (Fig. 12).

When the actual measured reflectivities were convolved intothe response, the esti-
mated photo-electron yield dropped to roughly 10 p.e.’s/track if the factory-quoted Pho-
tonis q.e. curve is used, and 6 p.e.’s if a more conservative q.e. curve is used. That is
reasonably close to the measured number of 6–7 p.e.’s/trackrealized under beam condi-
tions. Sections 5.1 and 5.2 describe the yield estimates under a variety of conditions in
more detail.
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Figure 13: Differential photo-electron (p.e.) yield per wavelength (in nm) per unit distance
in radiator (in cm). The three colored curves represent the quantum efficiencies (q.e.) of
three characteristic 5” PMTs ((i.e.) p.e.’s per photon). The black curve is the raw Cerenkov
differential photon yield. Integrating the product of the Cerenkov yield and the q.e. gives
a first-order estimate of the PMT response to an electron track in the radiator.

5.1 Photo-electron yield estimates

For the optics design used in production Section 2.1 (with the Anomet UVS reflector),
and assuming a 40 cm track length in the radiator, our calculations predict a mean PMT
response of 9.7 measured photo-electrons (p.e.’s) per electron with a Photonis XP4508
5” PMT (quartz-window). This estimate includes the PMT quantum efficiency (Fig. 13),
PMT window transparency, mirror reflectivities as measuredat CERN, and is multiplied
by a factor of 0.9 to accommodate reflective losses at the PMT face. When the same
calculation is done without the Anomet reflector (i.e. the initial optics) the yield rises by
4 p.e.’s.

It is worth noting that when the same modeling calculation was used to simulate the
current Hall A short Cerenkov (similar design, Burle 8854 UV-glass PMTs, C02 radiator)
we found the calculation agreed with the measured number of p.e.’s to within 20%.

Table 1 presents photo-electron yield calculations for the3 and 4 reflector configura-
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Gas n e− thr. π thr. # of p.e.’s(Orig. Optics) # of p.e.’s(Final Optics)
(MeV/c) (MeV/c) Burle 8854 Quartz PMT Burle 8854 Quartz PMT

C4F8O 1.0014 9 2637 8.1 13.9 5.8 9.7
N2 1.0003 21 5926 1.7 2.9 1.2 2.0
CO2 1.0004 17 4671 2.7 4.6 1.9 3.2
Freon12 1.0011 11 2984 6.6 11∗ 4.7 7.7∗

C4F10 1.0015 9 2522 9.0 15 6.4 10.8
∗Freon12 absorbs UV light withλ < 230 nm reducing the advantage of the UV transparent quartz PMT.

Table 1: Options for the radiator gas at 1 atm. The number of detected photo-electrons
(p.e.’s) assumes a 40 cm track through the gas, includes the effects of PMT quantum effi-
ciency, absorption losses in the radiator, and convolves the mirror reflectivities measured
by CERN (rather than the vendor-supplied curves). A factor of 0.9 is included to ac-
commodate losses at the PMT surface. TheOriginal Opticscolumns correspond to the
original three mirror design with a non-recessed PMT. TheFinal Opticscolumns reflect
the four reflector solution described in Section 2.1, involving the PMT recessed 5” into a
µ-metal cylinder and the addition of a ring of Anomet UVS reflector. The Quartz PMT is
a Photonis 4508.

tions, a selection of different radiator gases, and both a Burle 8854 UV glass PMT as well
as the quartz-face Photonis 4508 PMT.

Table 1 lists the characteristics of several gases along with an estimated p.e. yields
for the commonly used 5” Burle 8854 PMT and for the Photonis XP4508 quartz-window
PMT used in the BigBite Cerenkov. Due to the heavy UV weighting of the Cerenkov
spectrum, a quartz-window PMT has a significant advantage over a “UV glass” PMT like
the Burle. Calculations for the initial 3 mirror design and the final 4 mirror (including the
Anomet UVS ring) are included for comparison.

5.2 Measured Photo-electron Yields

Figure 14 shows ADC spectra showing photo-electron yield from E06-014, with the Big-
Bite at 45◦. These data are for 15µA on a the Hall A3He target cell. The red histograms
involve tracking and loose timing cuts on the incident particle to enhance the signal from
a good electron. The blue histograms show the background response associated with ac-
cidental hits, noise, etc. The top two rows are associated with PMTs on the beamline side
of the detector package. They were subject to background rates roughly 10x that of the
PMTs on the opposite side of the stack (bottom 10 panels).

On average, we see a yield of 6–7 photo-electrons per track for good events in the
E06-014 configuration. This is about 30% smaller than the 10 p.e.’s predicted by the
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Figure 14: ADC spectra showing photo-electron yield from E06-014, with the BigBite at
45◦. These data are for 15µA on a the Hall A3He target cell. The red histograms involve
tracking and loose timing cuts on the incident particle to enhance the signal from a good
electron. The blue histograms show the background responseassociated with accidental
hits, noise, etc. The top two rows are associated with PMTs onthe beamline side of the
detector package. They were subject to background rates roughly 10x that of the PMTs on
the opposite side of the stack (bottom 10 panels).

calculation in Section 5.1—reasonable agreement for estimates of this type. It is worth
noting that relatively small changes to the PMT quantum efficiency curves (i.e. reflecting
the difference between the factory curve and the actual PMT response) could easily make
up the difference.

5.3 Background Rates

This section will cover the background rates observed during Transversity andd2
n. Sec-

tion 5.4 reproduces some early rate estimates done before the Cerenkov was constructed
and tested in-beam. Comparison between those initial estimates and the observed rates
may be useful as sanity checks for future experiments debating the methodology and ac-
curacy of their own estimates.
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5.4 Pre-production Estimates

Several measures of background rates in a Photonis XP4318 3”PMT were taken under
production conditions with the pol.3He target during the latter portion of theGn

E exper-
iment. When the PMT was mounted on the upstream side of the BigBite detector stack
(farthest from beamline, with no shielding from backgroundradiation), single p.e. rates
were observed to be on the order of 14 kHz/µA. Shielding the PMT from the room with 1”
of aluminum reduced the rate to roughly 7 kHz/µA. Increasing the threshold to the 3 p.e.
level dropped the rate to 1.8 kHz/µA.
These data were used to estimate the rates for thedn

2/Transversity experiment by

• scaling up by a geometric factor of(5/3)2 to account for the additional “active area”
of the 5” PMT,

• scaling up by an additional factor of two to account for the different kinematic con-
ditions between theGn

E test and theθ = 30◦ Transversity setup (which will have the
highest backgrounds).¶

This suggests we should anticipate background rates of roughly 10 kHz/µA (40 kHz/µA)
for a threshold of≥ 3 p.e. (≥ 1 p.e.). For a 10µA beam this means a Cerenkov trigger
rate of≈ 100kHzper PMT. This estimate was found to be low by a factor of 2–3 when
compared to rates measured on theRHRS-sidePMTs (farthest from beamline) during the
Transversity commissioning period (Sect. 5.5.1). Note that the rates measured in thebeam-
line side PMTs during Transversity were considerably higher—exceeding 400 kHz/µA for
some conditions. Attempts to discover the nature of those particularly high backgrounds
are discussed in Section 5.7 in more detail.

5.5 Measured Background Rates

The bulk of the background investigation was done as parasitic measurements during the
Transversity experiment that precededd2

n. During Transversity, the BigBite acceptance
was centered onθ = 30◦. Rates measured duringd2

n experiment (BigBite at 45◦) are pre-
sented in Section 5.5.2.

Significant effort was made to determine the nature of the background by placing a
bare PMT in a dark box on the beam-right side of the BigBite platform. There was nei-
ther scintillator or radiator gas, so this PMT was only sensitive to direct interaction of
background flux with the material of the PMT itself. Several different shielding configu-
rations were assembled around the box and the resulting impact on the rates in that PMT

¶The factor of two is based on GEANT simulations of low-energycharged particle flux through the
MWDCs for the Transversity configuration then normalized totheGn

E data.
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were recorded. Such “bare-PMT” rates were also measured forthree different models of
photo-multiplier tube (two 5”, and one 3” PMT). Section 5.7 describes those data.

5.5.1 Background Investigation during Transversity (BigBite at 30◦)

The initial rate observations that raised concern and drovethe tests described in Section 5.7
are shown in Figure 15. Contrary to the earlier estimates (Sect. 5.4), the measured rates
were higher by a factor of up to 10x for Cerenkov PMTs on the beamline side of the
detector stack. The rates were high enough for beamline PMTsthat they could not be
run safely under production luminosities, and were typically powered off for the early
commissioning runs. For the last few weeks of the Transversity run, a second Philips 10x
amplifier (Model 778) was installed in series with the beamline side PMTs. This NIM
module was mounted next to Cerenkov PMT #5 and powered by a custom extension cable
in order to minimize the cable run (and any pickup noise) between the PMT and the ”pre-
amplifier”. The output of this amplifier was then run to the original front-end Cerenkov
electronics (which already incorporated a Philips 10x amplifier of the same model. The
HV on those PMTs could then be reduced to bring the anode current back into a safe
operating region. The background rates did not change‖, but the beamline PMTs could be
left on during production data taking.

Trying to identify, and hopefully shield away, the source ofthis background became
a priority. The design of the electron stack in general, including the Cerenkov took ad-
vantage of the large steel mass of the BigBite magnet to shadow the PMTs from line of
sight to the target (Fig. 16). 3/4” thick steel plates were also hung around the front and
sides of the detector stack to reduce soft electromagnetic backgrounds. Figure 16 shows
a CAD model of the stack, target, and beamline with some lines-of-sight from the tar-
get indicated. Figures 17, and 18 show photographs of the BigBite Detector stack in the
Transversity configuration (θ = 30◦).

Given the lack of any clear line-of-sight to the target, it was assumed that the back-
ground source must be a beamline element. Shielding (bags oflead-shot) was added
to fill a hypothetical gap in the beam-line side “waist” of theBigBite magnet, and a
8”x14”x16”thick stack of lead bricks were added at beamlineheight to shield (at mini-
mum) the middle beamline-side Cerenkov PMTs (Fig. 18). A 1” thick sheet of borated
plastic was added to the back of the stack on the beamline-side to shield from possible
backscattered radiation from the beam dump. None of this added shielding made an im-
pact on the observed rates in any of the BigBite stack PMTs.

‖The fact that the rates did not change is, in fact, a success—it meant that the additional amplifier was
not introducing significant noise into the system but was faithfully reproducing the signals from the PMT.
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Figure 15: Background ratesvs.discriminator threshold in the Cerenkov PMTs for 12µA
on the3He target during Transversity (BigBite at 30◦). Gains were matched so that the 1
p.e. signal had an amplitude of roughly 50 mV PMTs 1–10 run from top to bottom nearest
the beamline. PMTs 11–20 run from top to bottom on the far (RHRS) side of the BigBite
stack.
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Figure 16: Marked up CAD model of BigBite Detector stack in the Transversity config-
uration (θ = 30◦). The short black line at the top of the frame represents the extent of the
target cell. The broken lines show unobstructed lines of sight from the target center and
corners through the BigBite magnet. Locations where additional shielding and a witness
PMT were added are also marked. See Figure 18 for a photograph.
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Figure 17: Photograph of the BigBite electron stack in the Transversity configuration
(θ = 30◦).

Figure 18: Photos showing the additional shielding added toshadow Cerenkov PMTs
from possible beamline-related backgrounds. From right toleft: Pb bags located at down-
stream, beam-left corner of BigBite magnet; Pb bricks located on beam-left side of BigBite
platform; Borated plastic sheet located on beam-left side of BigBite platform. See also:
Figure 16.
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5.5.2 Performance duringd2
n (BigBite at 45◦)

The transition from the Transversity configuration to thed2
n configuration saw BigBite

rotated from an angle of 30◦ to 45◦. This movement dropped the rates in the Cerenkov
PMTs by an average factor of 4–5x. Peak rates on the beamline side were all under 1 MHz,
with most below 400-500 kHz. The PMTs on the opposite, “RHRS”side, had rates be-
low 100 kHz. These rates, while still higher than hoped, werelow enough to allow the
Cerenkov to perform within expectations.

Preliminary analysis reveals an electron efficiency of 90% or better forbothsides of
the Cerenkov in thed2

n configuration (Sect. 5.6.1). The efficiencies on the RHRS side
were cross checked withep-elastic data, in which the LHRS measured the proton. That
provided an effective tagged electron beam over a small portion of the BigBite acceptance
(Sect. 5.6.2). Offlineπ:e rejection ratio was found to be roughly 900:1 for tracks onthe
RHRS side, and>200:1 for tracks on the beamline side for a Cerenkov threshold of 3
photo-electrons.

5.6 Measured Cerenkove− Efficiency and π Rejection Factors

5.6.1 Analysis of3He Data

NOTE: This section was largely extracted from the d2
n contribution to the 2010 Hall A Annual

Report (credit to Diana Parno and Matt Posik).∗∗

The twenty PMTs of the gas Cerenkov, each with coverage of a slightly different region
of the detector, were calibrated using LED runs. Figure 19 shows a representative ADC
spectrum from such a run. We used a convolution of Gaussian and Poisson functions to fit
the pedestal and the single-photoelectron peak, allowing us to adjust our settings to place
the single-photoelectron peak at thirty ADC channels abovethe pedestal.

Figures 20 and 21 show the ADC signal spectra in the gas Cerenkov for accidentals (in
blue) and for particles coincident with the trigger (in red), for both high-rate (beam side)
and low-rate (RHRS side) parts of the detector. Here, accidentals are defined as events
where the Cerenkov TDC timing fell outside the T2 trigger timing window; particles coin-
cident with the trigger have timing within that window. The data presented are from3He
runs at beam currents of 12–14µA.

To compute preliminary pion rejection factors and electronefficiencies, we applied
cuts on preshower energy andE/p in order to select a pion sample (Fig. 22) and an electron
sample (Fig. 23). TheE/p value for each event comes from the total energy (shower and
preshower) and the reconstructed momentum for the track.

∗∗http://hallaweb.jlab.org/publications/AnnualReports/AnnualReport2010.pdf
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Figure 19: Calibrated spectrum of a BigBite gas Cerenkov PMTfor an LED run. Fits to the
pedestal and single-photoelectron peak allowed the latterto be aligned to the 30-channel
mark.

Our first task is to determine how efficiently we can reject pions using a cut on the
ADC signal corresponding to the particular PMT that should have detected the pion track.
We define the pion rejection factorεπ as

επ =
Ntotal

π

Naccept
π

(1)

whereNtotal
π is the total number of events in the pion sample (as selected from shower and

preshower data) andNaccept
π is the number of those events that pass the Cerenkov ADC

cuts and are thus misidentified as electrons. We calculatedεπ independently for several
choices of cut threshold; the preliminary results, averaged over each side of the detector,
are shown in Figure 24. At best, we see a pion rejection factorof about 200 on the small-
angle side, while the large-angle side sees a pion rejectionfactor closer to 900; we believe
this discrepancy is due to hardware issues associated with the rate difference between the
two sides.

We have also made preliminary determinations of the detector’s electron efficiency—
that is, the degree to which electrons pass the Cerenkov ADC cuts rather than being
misidentified as pions. We began with an electron sample determined by shower and
preshower data (Fig. 23). WhereNtotal

e is the number of events in this electron sample, we
define the electron efficiencyεe as

εe =
Naccept

e

Ntotal
e

(2)
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Figure 20: BigBite gas Cerenkov ADC
signal spectra for a beam-side PMT with
a rate of about 1 MHz. Particles in
the blue histogram are accidentals while
particles in the red histogram could have
caused the trigger, as determined by
their TDC timing relative to the trigger
window.
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Figure 21: BigBite gas Cerenkov ADC
signal spectra for a RHRS-side PMT
with a rate of about 0.1 MHz. Parti-
cles in the blue histogram are acciden-
tals while particles in the red histogram
could have caused the trigger, as deter-
mined by their TDC timing relative to
the trigger window.
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Figure 22: Pion selection for BigBite gas
Cerenkov studies.
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Figure 23: Electron selection for Big-
Bite gas Cerenkov studies.
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Figure 24: Average pion rejection factors for the BigBite gas Cerenkov, plotted as a func-
tion of the threshold of the Cerenkov ADC cuts. Small- and large-angle averages are
plotted separately due to the rate difference between the sides. PMTs 9, 10, 19 and 20
(at the bottom of the detector stack) were not included in thecalculation because they are
outside our acceptance.

whereNaccept
e is the number of events in the electron sample that pass the ADC cuts. We

computedεe in three ways for each PMT. First, we calculated the efficiency for a zero-
photoelectron ADC cut, i.e. the detection efficiency. Second, we repeated the calculation
for a three-photoelectron ADC cut. Finally, in order to account for the statistical fact that
real electrons will not always produce three or more photoelectrons even under ideal cir-
cumstances, we fit a Poisson distribution to the ADC spectrumof each PMT. This allowed
us to compute the expected electron efficiency for a three-photoelectron cut.

Figure 25 shows preliminaryεe values for the small-angle side of the detector; pre-
liminary results for the large-angle side are shown in Figure 26. With the exception of
PMTs 1 and 8, which are on the upper and lower edges of the acceptance, we measured a
detection efficiency greater than 90% in all PMTs. The expected efficiencies for a three-
photoelectron cut are generally consistent with the detection efficiencies, but the efficien-
cies for the empirical three-photoelectron cut drop as low as 50% for PMTs at the top and
bottom of the acceptance on the high-rate, small-angle side. In general, as with pion re-
jection, we measured significantly better performance on the large-angle side, where rates
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Figure 25: BigBite gas Cerenkov elec-
tron efficiency (small-angle side). We
have drawn a line at 90% to guide the
eye. PMTs 9 and 10 are outside our ac-
ceptance.
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Figure 26: BigBite gas Cerenkov elec-
tron efficiency (large-angle side). We
have drawn a line at 90% to guide the
eye. PMTs 19 and 20 are outside our ac-
ceptance.

were lower; here, even empirical three-photoelectron cutsroutinely resulted in better than
90% electron efficiencies.

5.6.2 Analysis ofep-elastic Data

Theep-elastic data used used for energy calibration cross checkswere also used to extract
electron efficiency values. The recoil proton was detected in the LHRS, while the elasti-
cally scattered electron passed through BigBite. The relatively small solid-angle accep-
tance of the LHRS allowed only a small portion of the BigBite acceptance to be calibrated
in this fashion, but the resulting electron efficiency of 93±2% is in good agreement with
the analysis presented in Section 5.6.1.

5.7 Witness PMT Tests

5.7.1 Rates in Different PMT Models

In an attempt to see how different PMTs would respond to the backgrounds present under
beam conditions, a dark box was placed on the floor of the Hall,under the stairs to the
beam-right side of the BigBite detector stack. The PMTs weremagnetically shielded
using the same materials as in the Cerenkov tank. This included an 1/2” thick iron outer
cylinder and an inner mu-metal shield. The materials and relative positioning of the PMT,
iron, and mu-metal shield were the same as in Figure 4. Concrete and lead bricks were
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stacked around the box such that there was a minimum of 3–4” oflead plus 6” of concrete
surrounding it on all sides. Over the course of two days, three bare PMTs were wrapped in
dark felt and installed in the shielded box and rate measurements were taken for multiple
discriminator settings when 11.8µA was placed on the production3He target. In each
case, the HV was adjusted to set the 1 p.e. pulse amplitude at roughly 50 mV (after passing
through a Philips 10x amplifier). The three PMTs under tests were:

• Photonis XP4578A 5” quartz-face PMT identical to the XP4508 model used in the
BigBite Cerenkov.

• Photonis XP4572A 5” UV glassversion of the XP4508/XP4508.

• Photonis XP4318A 3” quartz-face PMT with similar characteristics to the XP4578/XP4508.

Figure 27 shows the results. The two 5” PMTs showed comparable rates when for
discriminator thresholds was beyond the 1.5 p.e. level. Onehypothesis was that thermal
neutrons might be capturing on Boron present in the boro-silicate vacuum envelop of the
PMTs. If that was the case, then one would have expected the 5”UV glass PMT (with
a significant boron concentration in its photocathode window) to show higher rates then
the equivalent quartz-face PMT (with a boron-free window) under equivalent conditions.
That hypothesis appears to be incorrect.

The 3” PMT had markedly lower rates (roughly a factor of 10x) once the threshold
was raised above the dark noise. This factor is significantlylarger than the nı̈ave reduction
factor of (5/3)2 = 2.8 due to the photo-cathode surface area ratio alone. Unfortunately
we did not have a second 3” PMT to test, so it is unclear if the smaller diameter PMT was
reliably quieter, or if we just had a particularly good 3” tube.

5.7.2 Rates in Photonis XP4508 Witness PMT with Different Shielding

A second investigation was undertaken using the same dark box used in Section 5.7.1. This
time it was installed on the BigBite platform, to the right ofthe detector stack. Figure 28
is a photo of the dark box placement in a minimal-shielding configuration (1” of Al plate
on the upstream side). The ”RHRS-side” Cerenkov PMT housings can be seen just to the
right of the dark box, with Cerenkov PMT #19 being at roughly the same height.

Parasitic rate measurements were taken over the course of several days. After each Hall
access, the shielding configuration was adjusted by adding successive layers of Aluminum
plate, lead bricks, and borated plastic. Figure 29 presentsthe data collected. The last line
on that plot (brown) involved a change to the collimation inside the target chamber, as well
as the noted increase in shielding to the witness box. The rate profilev.s.threshold showed
a notable difference relative to the previous changes in witness box shielding only. While
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Figure 27: Three different PMT models were installed in a dark box placed on the floor
of the Hall, under the stairs to the beam-right side of the BigBite detector stack. The HV
on each PMT was adjusted to put the 1 photo-electron pulse amplitude at roughly 50 mV.
All tests were done under identical beam+target conditions: 11.8µA on the 3He target
cell. NOTE: these rates shouldnotbe directly compared to the production Cerenkov PMT
rates (Sect. 5.5.1), nor the rates in Section 5.7.2 due to significant differences in the relative
scattering angle and line-of-sight to the target.
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Figure 28: The “Witness PMT” dark box positioned on the rightside of the BigBite detec-
tor stack (farthest from beamline). This picture shows a minimal-shielding configuration
of 1” of Al plate in the front (corresponding to the red line inFigure 29).
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curious, it should be noted that the base on the witness PMT failed a few days later—it
is possible that the change in the rate profile was an early indicator of this failure and not
driven by the collimator/shielding change.

In the end, it was hard to draw any strong conclusions. The level of the shielding even-
tually exceeded 1” of Al plate on all sides, + 1” of lead on all sides, + 3–4” more lead on
the side facing the target, and 2–4” of borated plastic on allsides. No low-energy electro-
magnetic background should penetrate, high-energy particles needing line-of-sight to the
target are well shielded by the BigBite magnet itself. The best guess was that low-energy
neutrons were still penetrating the high- and moderate-Z materials and interacting with
the PMT glass and/or dynodes. The borated plastic was added to test this hypothesis, but
perhaps the few inches of thickness we had available (prettyskimpy by neutron shielding
standards) was simply too little to make a measurable impact.

6 Gas Handling

Care was taken in the design and construction of the Cerenkovframe to ensure that it
was hermetically sealed. Nevertheless, there were severalminor leaks in the as-delivered
frame (primarily along weld joints). Those were sealed using off-the-shelf silicone RTV
caulk. The fill procedure is to purge the tank with dry nitrogen for an extended period to
remove water vapor and oxygen. Then a C4F8O bottle is engaged and the tank is slowly
filled with the upper vent open until C4F8O can be visually observed spilling from the vent
on the top of the tank. Note that the bottle pressure is limited to the C4F8O vapor pres-
sure (≈30 psi), so the maximum flow rate is quite limited. In practice, the average purge
rate was≈5 lbs/hour (4–5 slpm), leading to a single volume exchange (1800 liters) taking
7–8 hours. A minimal flush (a nominal 3 volume exchange) consumes about 120 lbs—
somewhat more than a single full tank of C4F8O.

The C4F8O was passed through a 13X molecular sieve and desiccant as a hedge against
water and oxygen contamination (this is identical to the filter Hall B uses in their C4F10

system). The filter material is replaceable and contains a visual indicator that changes
color when it loads up with water. There was no change at all in4+ months of continuous
operation.

The Cerenkov tank pressure was maintained at a pressure of 2–3” of mineral-oil over
atmosphere by having the Cerenkov ventline connected to a tube partially immersed in a
small container of mineral oil ((Fig. 30)). A float switch wasattached to interior of the
tube so that when the switch (in the tube) was submerged 2–3” below the oil level in the
container it would open and close a solenoid valve on the C4F8O input line to the Cerenkov
tank. The pressure in the tank would rise, displacing the oilinside the partially immersed
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Figure 29: Ratesvs. discriminator threshold for a 5” Photonis XP4508 PMT placedin
a “Witness” dark box on the beam-right side of the BigBite platform. (See Figure 16.)
Beam current was a nominal 12µA on the production3He cell. Run to run variations in
current were removed by normalizing to the production trigger rate. Shielding additions
were cumulative, except where noted. For example, the fifth entry in the legend (magenta
line) includes the shielding material noted in the previousfour configurations. Gain on the
PMT was set to give a single p.e. amplitude of roughly 50 mV.
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tube until the float switch disengaged and shut off the flow.
In this way the internal tank pressure was maintained at a fixed, small overpressure.

If the atmospheric pressure rose, then the system would respond by opening the solenoid
valve and supplying additional gas; if the atmospheric pressure dropped, then excess gas
would vent out the bottom of the tube containing the float switch.

The flow-rate, tank pressure, and bottle weight were all continuously monitored by a
camera connected to a video digitizer on a computer. These time-stamped images were
available via the web for online and remote viewing, as well as being collected and stored
for future reference.

Over a 4 month period, the average gas consumption for stableoperation (i.e. exclud-
ing flushing) was about 1.37 lbs/day (roughly 60 liters of gasat STP††). A full tank con-
tains 110 lbs and cost $3200 (in 2008) leading to an operational cost to the lab of roughly
$40/day.

Float valve mounted
inside cylinder. atmosphere.

to X" of mineral oil over
System regulates pressure

Mineral oil

Plastic cylinder, open
at bottom.

X"

Wires from float valve
to On/Off switch for

tank outflow port

solenoid valve on gas inflow.

Gas line from Cerenkov

Figure 30: Gas pressure regulation system used for the BigBite Cerenkov.

7 Mirror Alignment and Stability

Accessibility issues strongly favor installing the mirrors and completing the alignment
while the Cerenkov is on the floor. Mirror alignment was accomplished by placing a

††Based on the rule-of-thumb that 1 kg≈100 liters STP for C4F8O.
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small light source at an effective target position, and adjusting the primary (spherical)
and secondary (flat) mirrors to reflect the image to the appropriate PMT. The alignment
of each pair of primary and secondary mirrors involves several iterations of this proce-
dure. Three effective target positions were used, spanningthe momentum range of interest
(0.6—1.4,GeV/c). The mirrors were adjusted such that the respective images all landed
within the acceptance of the pseudo-Winston cone. The existing GEANT Monte Carlo was
used to locate the effective target positions relative to the BigBite detector stack. “From
scratch” installation and alignment following this procedure can be completed in 4–6 hours
by a single person.

The mirror mounts were verified to remain rigid and preserve the intended optics for a
20◦ tilt (2x the angle used for the production orientation). Theinitial mirror alignment was
done on the floor in Test Lab. The Cerenkov was then installed in the BigBite Electron
Stack, which was later transported to the Hall on a flatbed trailer. The Stack was installed
on the BigBite stand in the production position (with a 10◦ forward tilt). Several months
later, the Electron stack was craned to the floor, the Cerenkov was removed and the mir-
ror alignment procedure was repeated. No significant changein the image locations was
observed.

8 Suggested Improvements / Lessons Learned

8.1 General/Miscellaneous Comments

8.1.1 CAEN v792 Problems with High Rate

The CAEN v792 VME ADCs showed a large pedestal instability under high rate condi-
tions. This would result in ADC signals showing up well underthe beam-off pedestal
channel for a significant fraction of the early commissioning data. Note that wasnot a
rate-induced DC bias at the PMT, but a failure of the ADC to integrate the input signal
correctly. The issue was ultimately addressed by moving thesignals to FASTBUS 1881M
ADCs.

8.1.2 Need more detailed MC studies

A detailed Monte-Carlo model of the BigBite electron stackandthe beamline would be of
considerable benefit to explore causes and possible solutions to the background problems
experienced in the Cerenkov.

From the studies described in Section 5.5, it seems that the Cerenkov background

1. is not line-of-sight from target,
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2. is not secondary scattering from the beamline or dump,

3. may be low-E charged flux coming through the magnet aperture then following
fringe field into the Cerenkov PMTs,

4. may be low-E neutrons that thermalize and capture in the PMT material,

5. may be a two-step process in which a shower is produced in a portion of the Al wire
chamber frame, BB magnet coil, or other piece of material that has a line-of-sight to
the target and then radiates into the Cerenkov PMTs.

Item 3 is perhaps (weakly) supported by the high rates seen inthe wire chambers, however
the shielded witness box results would seem to speak againstit. Item 4 is a ”what could be
left that can penetrate the shielding” hypothesis based on the witness box results. It may
be worth noting that the G0 collaboration had background-rate problems in their Cerenkov
PMTs that were attributed to neutron capture in the borosilicate windows of their UV glass
tubes. Their background rates allegedly dropped when the UVglass PMTs were replaced
with quartz-face PMTs. The evidence for this seems somewhatanecdotal, so it is hard
to draw a solid conclusion. Note that the UV-glass and quartz-face PMTs we tested in
Section 5.7.1 didnotshow dramatic rate differences, and that pair of PMTs were the exact
same PMTs used during the two G0 phases. Item 5 is a largely untested hypothesis. In
each case, a complete MC would be an invaluable tool to evaluate each theory.

8.2 Easy/“cheap” fixes

• Remove the Anomet reflector and move the PMT forward again.

– This should give a≈40% increasein the number of p.e.’s at the PMT.

– This would require an alternative method to compensate for the BB fringe field.

∗ A bucking coil was tested ’on the fly’, but did not work well – perhaps
some more careful design could fix this problem.

∗ Replace the PMT with a magnetically-insensitive detector with a similar
quantum efficiency vs. wavelength sensitivity. Note that, if neutrons are
really the problem, then silicon devices may experience rapid degradation.
At present, silicon devices (APDs, SiPMs, etc) also seem to have rather
high single p.e. noise levels that may preclude them from usein Cerenkov
devices.‡‡

‡‡Cooling these devices makes a huge difference, however. With some R&D, a working solution might
be achievable.
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∗ The diameter of theµ-metal shield could be increased to 8” (from 5.25”)
and have it extend over the OD of the Winston cone (to take advantage of
the fact that mirror extends 3” past the PMT face already.

· This would require the Winston cones to be removed and some mate-
rial to be milled off their OD to allow clearance for theµ-metal.

· Tests showed that there still needs to be a 5.1” diameter mu-metal
cylinder between the PMT and the iron shield,and that the PMT still
needs to be recessed by at least 2”—leaving a 2” gap between the edge
of the Winston cone and the PMT face (v.s. the 5” gap in the design
used ford2

n.

• Replace the Anomet with an Al cylinder coated with UV reflector at CERN or
Flaberg

– Long lead item, modestly expensive.

– CERN is strongly preferred, but there are significant availability problems.

– Flaberg (via Cosmo Optics) is the local vendor that coated the spherical and
flat mirrors for the BigBite Cerenkov.

– Should give a 20% or better boost in detected p.e.’s (i.e. if Flaberg did the
coating).

8.3 Expensive/difficult fixes

• Re-coat all mirrors at CERN.

– Ostensibly, CERN has a better quality control and could deliver mirrors with
reflectivity closer to the advertised 90% across our region of interest.

– Possible gain of +100% p.e.’s per electron (should approachthe initial esti-
mates of 18 p.e.’s for the finald2

n configuration. (Or up to 23 p.e.’s if the
“Anomet” reflective ring can be eliminated through other means).

• Add a “snout” to the front of the Cerenkov.

– Every +40cm of additional pathlength will double the p.e. yield.

– This would (obviously) interfere with the forward wire chambers assemblies
used in the past.

– Perhaps use small GEM tracker on its nose instead of the double-MWDC con-
figuration,
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– ORpull the detector stack farther back from the magnet and takethe hit in solid
angle,

– OR make the Cerenkov the upstream device so the snout can extendinto the
magnet.

∗ The latter suggestion has non-trivial issues that would have to be over-
come. They would include focusing the Cerenkov photons froma curved
track, an even higher fringe field at the Cerenkov PMT location, and in-
creased background and/or straggling issues since the particles must pass
through the 3 mm thick glass mirrors of the Cerenkov before reaching the
wirechambers.

8.4 Alternate options that require more investigation

• Rework/replace beamline-side mirrors to focus on “RHRS”-side PMTs.

– This will severely limit path length through radiator on oneside of the Cerenkov.

– Likely not possible without major redesign. (May as well start from scratch?).

• Replace PMTs (on beamline side) with smaller diameter PMT (ex. 3” PMT), or a
cluster of small diameter devices.

– Note that the Cerenkov cone at the PMT (for few GeV electrons)is large
enough that devices much smaller than 5” in diameter would need to be OR’d
together anyway since they will only capture a small fraction of the Cerenkov
photons associated with a given track. This may limit (but not remove!) the ad-
vantage of using more small diameter (and presumably lower noise) detection
devices.
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